e particle breakage property under loading is an important factor affecting the nonlinearity of the shear strength and stressstrain curves of coarse-grained soils. e macromechanical behaviors of coarse granular materials under consolidation and drainage shearing were tested by using a large true triaxial apparatus. e particle breakage mechanism has been analyzed by the fluctuation change of stress-strain curve and particle composition change. It was shown that the particle shape is an extremely important microproperty of the influence of granular material breakage. e variation rules of the internal friction angle and interlocking strength with the index of fine-grained breakage were sorted out, and the critical particle size for measuring the two friction modes under the given gradation was determined to be 1 mm. In addition, the numerical analysis was conducted by simulating the microshape parameters of particles. e conclusion is as follows: (1) e effect of shape parameters on shear strength can be simulated using the smoothness index F d . (2) Compared with spherical particles, irregular-shaped particles lead to a decrease in the number of strong force chains. Moreover, more coordination numbers are needed to maintain a stable configuration, and the shear strength is improved.
Introduction
In high rockfill dams or embankment engineering, the properties of granular materials as the main filling material are important parameters applied widely to designing and constructing. On the one hand, it is necessary to consider the size effect [1, 2] to cause the mechanics behaviors changing. On the other hand, the granular materials under medium and high confining pressuring and shearing are prone to cause the particle breakage and alter the force chain of soil skeleton during the shearing process [3, 4] , even under the low confining pressures [5] .
It has been demonstrated that particle breakage significantly influences the mechanical behavior and deformation behaviors of granular coarse aggregates [6] [7] [8] . Particle breakage depends on many factors such as particle shape, size and gradation, relative density, effective stress path, and particle strength [9, 10] . Many studies have been carried out based on the phenomenon of particle breakage. Several investigators [11] attempted to establish an elastoplastic constitutive model that considers the effect of energy consumption associated with particle breakage during shearing. e crushing phenomenon of coarse-grained materials was simulated using the discrete element method to verify the dependence of particle strength on the particle size by Alaei and Mahboubi [12] . Salim and Indraratna [13] introduced an equation for the rate of particle breakage during shearing into the flow criterion to develop an elastoplastic constitutive model.
Particle shape is an extremely important microproperty of granular materials, and its influence on the macroproperties of granular materials has always been a hot issue in this field [14] [15] [16] [17] . Shinohara et al. [16] had successively studied the influence of the particle shape on the angle of internal friction by the triaxial compression test. Some researchers have studied the mechanical response of granular media using commercial numerical software to simulate different particle shapes. With advances in modern image analysis techniques and optical instruments, some scholars have begun to study particle breakage from a mesoscopic perspective. Sun et al. [17] used a 3D imaging method to improve the characterization of ballast particles. Alikaramic et al. [18] observed the experiment by X-ray tomography and captured the process of grain breakage and shear band formation of quartz sand. Majmudar and Behringer [19] obtained contact forces using photoelastic techniques to explain shear-induced yielding and the mechanical response.
is paper is arranged as follows: first, the particle breakage rates of different particle sizes after true triaxial test are sorted out, and the relationship between shear strength parameters (internal friction angle and interlocking strength) and particle breakage rates is revealed. And the particle breakage can be macroscopically investigated considering different factors such as intermediate principle stress and initial confining pressure. en, combined with the numerical method, the simulation of the microshape parameters of unbreakable particles is carried out. e influence of shape parameters, such as sphericity, angularity, and roughness, on the shear strength is analyzed from the point of the force chain distribution and contact state.
Particle Breakage
Particle breakage in rock depends on the strength of individual particles [20] , the grain size distribution [21] , and the stress level. e strength of individual particles is related not only to the mineral composition but also to the shape of the particle.
Microscopic Understanding of the Particle Breakage
Phenomenon.
e contact state between irregular particles is very complex. e morphology of particle breakage after observation ( Figure 1 ) can roughly be divided into three categories: fracture, surface crushing, and grinding into powder. After testing, the probability of the secondary fracture (A1) of particles is relatively small, and most of the fracture particles are divided into two parts. e number B4 in the figure is the product of the surface crushing of particles, and surface crushing mainly concentrates on the edge and the corner of particles. e number C1 represents the fine particles mainly produced by the friction action between particles.
Particle shape properties [22, 23] include form, roundness, and surface texture, which can be reflected by the shape parameters of sphericity, angularity, and roughness, respectively. e interaction and fragmentation mechanism between particles are explained in Figure 2 .
Under the action of external force, body 1 is in close contact with the surrounding particles. e resultant force direction of body 1 is located on the maximum stress surface, i.e., the potential fracture surface. When the force in this direction is greater than the strength of an individual particle, the particle breaks up, and new bodies 2 and 3 are formed. erefore, the fracture and fragmentation of particles are related to the strength of individual particles. e friction between granular materials involves two intrinsically different mechanisms, i.e., surface sliding friction and interlocking friction. For body 5 and body 6, the occlusion and interlocking effect with adjacent particles is stronger, and the edges and corners are easily sheared and broken during the process of particle turnover. Compared with interlocking friction, the sliding friction between particles occurs in a wider range. e rougher the surface of the particles is, the more obvious the friction and grinding effects are.
In summary, the morphology of particle breakage is related to the shape and apparent characteristics of particles. e fracture of particles is related to the strength of individual particles, which reflects the effect of mean stress. e surface crushing and grinding of particles are mainly caused by interlocking friction and surface sliding friction, respectively. e internal relationships among the particle breakage, shape index, and mechanical properties are shown in Figure 3 . e following contents mainly focus on the impact of particle breakage on the shear strength and the relationship among them through a series of experimental studies combined with numerical studies that consider the particle shape.
Influence of Particle Breakage on the Shear Strength.
e irrecoverable deformation caused by particle breakage is the main reason for the nonlinear characteristics of the shear strength of coarse-grained materials. As early as 1776, Coulomb [24] presented the famous Coulomb formula (equation (1)) on the basis of experiments, which is a linear strength criterion. Obviously, at high confining pressures, the failure point does not reach the failure condition, which is not in line with the actual situation (as seen in Figure 4 ):
where c is the cohesion and φ is the internal friction angle in cohesive soil, while the cohesion is nil in noncohesive soil. Duncan et al. [26] , based on conventional triaxial compression tests, proposed that the nonlinear strength parameters should take into account the characteristics that the internal friction angle of granular materials decreases with increasing confining pressure. e value of φ is the angle between the tangent of a stress circle passing through the origin and the abscissa. It can be seen that the strength curve expressed by this method is not unique:
De Mello [27] proposed a nonlinear failure criterion for typical rockfill, where constants A and B are considered to be characteristic parameters with no obvious physical significance. e envelope corresponding to the high confining stress region clearly reveals nonlinearity:
Formulas (2) and (3) are different from the Coulomb formula because they reflect the nonlinear characteristics of the shear strength of noncohesive soils. e shear strength of coarse-grained materials has obvious nonlinear characteristics, especially when particles break up at high confining pressures.
is nonlinearity is because the main characteristic of coarse-grained materials is that the particle size is larger than that of fine sand and silt. Even at low confining pressures, particles are easy to break up. After particle breakage, the contact stress redistributes, and the deformation caused by particle rearrangement becomes irreversible. e more serious the particle breakage is, the more obvious the nonlinearity is.
It is generally believed that the cohesive strength of cohesionless soil does not exist [25] [26] [27] . However, a large number of engineering practices and laboratory tests have proven that cohesionless soil has interlocking strength due to the effects of interlocking and occlusion contact. e shear strength of granular soil is a comprehensive reflection of friction effect and interlocking effect. In order to facilitate understanding and engineering application, we decompose it into two parts. As seen in Figure 5 , the interlocking strength is also the intercept of the tangential line of envelope at a certain confining pressure. e physical significance of parameter c is different from the cohesive strength. It can be seen that the internal friction angle is constant and the interlocking strength is close to zero for granular soil when the confining pressure is low. With an increase in the confining pressure, the internal friction angle decreases and the interlocking strength increases.
Particle Breakage Tests

Testing Instrument and Material Parameters.
e true triaxial apparatus used in this study, as shown in Figure 6 , is a rigid-flexible-flexible boundary instrument, which was independently developed by Xi'an University of Technology. Consolidated drained triaxial tests under different stress paths were carried out on the same graded coarse-grained soil, and the particle content before and after the tests was analyzed statistically.
Coarse-grained material was taken from a river beach in Shaanxi Province (as seen in Figure 7 ). e ratio of length to short axis and the flatness of the selected particles meet the test requirements. e mineral composition is mainly composed of feldspar, quartz, and a small amount of mica. e particle-size distribution curve of the sample is shown in Figure 8 . e size of the sample is 300 × 300 × 600 mm. A series of triaxial tests were conducted with constant strain rate � 0.068%/min in the vertical direction, constant mean pressure � 200, 600 and 1000 kPa, and intermediate principal stress parameter b � 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1. Moreover, three conventional compression tests with consolidation pressures of 100, 300, and 500 kPa were also carried out. Figure 9 shows the stressstrain curve and the local magnification diagrams in the shear process. ere are many jumping fluctuations in the postshear curve, and the sound accompanied by particle breakage could also be heard during the test process. It indicates that particles frequently break. From an energy point of view, particle breakage is a process of energy release. Before particle breakage, energy is mainly stored in the form of elastic energy. e process of particle breakage is accompanied by the release of elastic energy, and a part of the energy consumption will be used to produce internal cracks or particle breakage.
Particle Breakage Behavior.
Quantity Particle
Breakage. It was found that particle breakage is unavoidable during sample preparation, consolidation stage, and shearing loading stage. To reduce the influence of particle breakage on sieving analysis during the preparation process, manual compaction was used to minimize the compaction strength. In comparison, the quantity of particle breakage in the consolidation process is much less than that in the shear process, so the effect of the shear process on particle breakage can be considered separately.
Sieve Analysis (d > 2 mm).
In this paper, the particle breakage index B g proposed by Marsal [28] is used to quantitatively describe the degree of particle breakage as a whole:
where W gi and W gi are the content of particles before and after the experiment. As shown in Figure 10 , the particle breakage rate increases with increasing mean principal stress. At the same mean stress level, the particle breakage rate decreases with increasing principal stress ratio
, which is consistent with the law that the shear strength decreases with an increasing b value.
Sieve Analysis (d < 2 mm
). e friction of granular materials involves two essentially different mechanisms: surface sliding friction on the contact surface and interlocking friction due to the effect of occlusal between particles. e former is related to the texture characteristics of the particle surface, and the latter is related to the angularity of the particle. e particle breakage rate B s is defined to quantitatively describe the breakage of fine particles:
where the molecule is the particle mass in the size interval [i∼j] and the denominator is the total particle mass with particle size less than 2 mm. e newly generated particles (d < 2 mm) due to particle breakage were screened and analyzed. e results of sieve analysis for different stress paths are shown in Figure 11 . e content of fine particles decreases with decreasing particle size. However, at the same value b, the change trend of fine particle content is different in Advances in Civil Engineering different particle size intervals. e fine particle content increases with increasing consolidation confining pressure in particle size intervals of 1∼2 mm. e particle content in other particle sizes decreases with an increase in consolidation confining pressure, and the content of particle size <0.075 mm needs to be ignored due to error of collecting. As seen from Figure 12(a) , the variation of the internal friction angle with intermediate principal stress parameter was sorted out in different mean stresses. e curves in Figure 12 (b) illustrate equation (2) in terms of the relationship between the angle of internal friction φ � φ 13 
and lg(p/P a ), indicating the effect of the mean stress p.
ese results show that the internal friction angle has a linear relationship with lg(p/P a ), and the shear strength represents a nonlinear characteristic. Figure 13 shows the relationship between particle breakage index B 0∼1 s and internal friction angle and mean stress. It can be seen that with an increase in the mean stress, the internal friction angle decreases and the particle breakage rate decreases, which is consistent with previous understandings. At a certain mean stress level, the particle breakage rate is positively correlated with the internal friction angle, and the fitting effect is better. Advances in Civil Engineering Principal stress ratio, b p = 200 kPa p = 600 kPa p = 1000 kPa Advances in Civil Engineering Figure 14 shows the relationship between the particle breakage index B 1∼2 s and interlocking strength and mean stress. e regularity of interlocking strength with an intermediate principal stress parameter is poor, especially at low mean stress. When the mean stress level is low, the intergranular biting interaction is weak, and the surface crushing is not obvious. When the mean stress p � 1000 kPa, the interlocking effect of particles is obviously strengthened, and the particle breakage rate increases significantly.
ere is a good correlation between the particle breakage index and the development of the interlocking strength. e degree of particle breakage can reflect the mechanical interlocking between particles, and the corners and surfaces of the particles are the primary places for shear breakage. erefore, there is a certain internal relationship between the angularity, particle breakage, and interlocking strength. 
Mesoscopic Simulation of the Discrete Element Method
Construction of the ree-Dimensional Model
Particle Shape and Mesoscopic
Parameters. e original experimental gradation is chosen as the basis of the particle-size distribution. To better consider the particle shape and improve the calculation efficiency, according to the method of equal mass substitution, particles with diameters less than 5 mm are replaced with other particle sizes.
In this paper, two kinds of solid elements are used to simulate particles: spherical particles (balls) and structural particles (clumps). e reconstruction of structural particles by using the bubble packing algorithm was proposed by Taghavi [29] , in which the distance (abbreviated as F d ) is used to control the smoothness of the particle surface. F d ranges from 0 to 180. e structural particles degenerate into spherical particles when F d is equal to 0. On the basis of satisfying the particle profile, the larger the F d value is, the smoother the particle surface is. e shape and quantity of particles are shown in Table 1 .
To accelerate the convergence speed of the model and save the calculation time, particles with diameters less than 30 mm are simulated with spherical particles. e particles with diameters ranging from 30∼60 mm are simulated using structural particles, as shown in Figure 15 . e size of the sample model and particle distribution with different diameter are shown in Figure 16 , and the void ratio is 0.32.
Contact Model.
In this simulation, the influence of boundary conditions is not considered. Rigid walls are also used to simulate the lateral boundary conditions, but the mechanical parameters are slightly different. A linear contact model is used to simulate the contact constitutive relationship between particles. e contact property parameters are shown in Table 2 .
Numerical Simulation Results.
e evolution of the contact force chain and contact state in the granular system plays a key role in the macroresponse of granular materials under shearing. e influence of shape parameters, such as sphericity, angularity, and roughness, on the shear strength is analyzed from the point of the force chain distribution and contact state.
Force Chain.
Under certain boundary conditions, the fracture and reconstruction of the force chain are closely related to the shape of particles, which determines the propagation mode and shear resistance of internal forces in particles. A series of combining discrete element method (abbreviated as DEM) simulations of conventional triaxial compression tests (TC tests) with constant consolidation pressure � 100, 300, and 500 kPa were conducted. Figure 17 shows the distribution of the three-dimensional force chain after shear failure (ε 1 � 10%) of regular (F d � 0) and irregular particles (F d � 150). e thickness of lines representing forces is proportional to the magnitude of the contact force. e force chain with contact force less than 300 N between particles is defined as a weak force chain. e force chain with contact force greater than 600 N between particles is defined as a strong force chain. e force chain with contact force lied somewhere in between is defined as a medium force chain. ree kinds of force chains are distinguished by different colors. It can be seen that the composition of the force chain is governed by the particlesize distribution. With increasing confining pressure, the number of contacts between particles increases slightly; however, the proportion of strong force chain increases significantly. At the same confining pressure, the structural particles leads to an increase in the number of strong force chains compared to spherical particles. Moreover, the contact force of structural particles is larger than that of spherical particles. In other words, structural particles need more coordination numbers than spherical particles to maintain stable configurations. e simulated stress-strain curves with different confining pressures are shown in Figure 18 . e simulation results of regular and irregular particles can reflect the influence of the particle form on shear strength. e shear strength of irregular particles is larger than that of spherical particles, and the strength difference under high confining pressure is more obvious.
Contact State Analysis.
During the experiment, the contact state of particles is dominated by surface sliding friction and interlocking friction. e former is related to the Advances in Civil Engineering surface properties of the particles, and the latter is related to the angularity. To simulate the effect of the mesoshape parameters on the two modes of action, numerical simulations were carried out at confining pressures of 100, 300, and 500 kPa and F d � 150, 160, 170, and 180, and the results were compared with those of the laboratory tests. Figure 19 shows the relationship between the deviatoric stress and major principal strain. e numerical simulation results are basically consistent with the laboratory test results, and the softening phenomenon of the numerical simulation results is obvious at low confining pressure. Before reaching the peak strength, the stress-strain curve fluctuates greatly, and the final strength tends to be the same. At the same confining pressure, the shear strength decreases with increasing particle smoothness, but the strength difference is not obvious because the proportion of structural particles in the particle system is small. e percentage of the locked contact can be used to measure the probability of a particle rolling in the particle system, and it also reflects the degree of angular damage of particles due to the effect of interlocking. In a DEM simulation, locked contact is governed by the Coulomb friction law. In this study, particle rolling is assumed to occur when |f t /(μ · f n )| ≥ 0.9999, where f t and f n are the shear contact force and normal contact force, respectively, and μ is the contact friction coefficient. In general, it is assumed that some of the particles in the friction system are in the rolling state when interlocking contact is removed.
As shown in Figure 20 , with an increase in axial strain, the percentage of locked contact increases rapidly until the peak value appears and then slowly decreases. In addition, the curve fluctuates frequently during the shear process, which indicates that the alternation effect of the two movement modes is significant. e same rule can also be found when combining the stress-strain curve of Figure 19 . At the same confining pressure (Figure 20(a) ), with a decrease in F d , the angularity of particles is obvious, the interlocking ability with adjacent particles is strengthened, resulting in an increasing percentage of locked contact. At the same shape parameter (Figure 20(b) ), with an increase in the confining pressure, the contact of particles becomes closer, and the percentage of locked contact increases.
In Table 3 , the percentage of locked contact at peak point was statistically sorted out under several simulated working conditions. e number of total contacts is equal to the sum of the number of sliding contacts and locked contacts. With an increase in the confining pressure, the number of locked contacts increases, but the change is not obvious with varying F d . At the same confining pressure, with a decrease in F d , the angularity of particles is obvious, and the percentage of locked contact increases. During the process of shearing, the two friction modes coexist and can be transformed into each other. e microscopic parameters of 
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Major principal strain, ε 1 (%) Figure 19 : Effect of the particle angularity on the shear strength. granular materials greatly affected the macroscopic response of the granular materials.
Discussion
(1) e instrument used in the laboratory test is a large true triaxial apparatus with a rigid-flexible-flexible boundary. However, in the numerical simulation, the influence of boundary conditions is not considered. Whether the boundary conditions will affect the results of numerical simulation is unknown. (2) In this paper, the critical particle size for measuring the slipping friction and interlocking friction is determined to be 1 mm, but additional experimental studies are needed to determine whether the same rule applies to other particle-size distributions. (3) e real shape of mineral particles in rocks is quite diverse, while the shape of structural particles used in this paper is simple. In addition, the proportion of structural particles is relatively small due to the limitation of computer capacity.
Conclusion
(1) e mechanism of particle breakage is explained by analyzing the interaction between particles. e nonrecoverable deformation caused by particle breakage is the main reason for the nonlinear shear strength of coarse-grained materials. e morphology of particle breakage is related to the form and apparent characteristics of particles.
(2) Consolidation and drainage shear tests of coarsegrained soils with the same gradation were carried out using a large true triaxial apparatus. e variation rules of the internal friction angle and interlocking strength with the index of fine-grained breakage were sorted out, and the critical particle size for measuring the two friction modes was determined to be 1 mm to the given gradation. e sieving test shows that there Advances in Civil Engineering 13 is a certain correlation between the particle breakage and the shear strength index. (3) Particle flow software PFC3D was used to simulate the microshape parameters of the particles. e results show the following: (1) e influence of microshape parameters on the shear strength can be simulated using the smooth index F d in the bubble packing algorithm. (2) e irregularity of particle shape leads to an increase in the number of strong force chains, the structural particles need more coordination numbers than the spherical particles to maintain stable configurations, and the shear strength is improved. (3) e shear strength decreases with increasing particle smoothness, but there is a small difference in strength due to the small proportion of structural particles in the particle system.
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